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Graph structures can express various connection structures, such as lists and trees,
railway routes in the real world and follow-up relationship of SNS. LMNtal is a graph
rewriting system that allows us to manipulate these graph structures intuitively. An
LMNtal program consists of graphs and rewrite rules, and if there is a subgraph
that matches the pattern of a rewrite rule, rewriting is performed and computation
proceeds. Searching a subgraph matching a pattern efficiently from the entire graph
becomes important in improving execution performance.
LMNtal does not have a key value store function like a hash table. The existing
runtime processing system SLIM of LMNtal searches for data of the same kind one
by one by sequential access even in case of pattern matching that associates disjoint
partial graphs with IDs.
In addition, SLIM interprets and executes the intermediate instruction sequence
generated by the LMNtal compiler. Therefore, the procedure for searching a partial
graph upon the application of a rewrite rule is statically determined. However, it is
difficult to statically determine the optimal procedure for searching graph patterns. If
the search procedure is bad, the number of backtracks that occurs during the search
increases, which may greatly affect the execution time.
In this thesis, in order to improve the efficiency of such pattern matching, we propose
two speeding up methods. The first method is to speed up pattern matching between
disjoint graphs by indexing. The second is to reduce the number of backtracks by
dynamically determining the procedure of searching for pattern matters based on the
information of the graph at runtime.
By implementing the interpreter named Lmint which perform pattern matching
dynamically and by comparing its performance with SLIM, we confirmed that our
method reduces the time complexity and the number of backtracks.
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????p(X1, . . . , Xm)?????p?????X1, . . . , Xm ????????????
? 2? LMNtal 4
P ::= 0 ???
| p(X1, . . . , Xm) (m ≥ 0) ?????
| P, P ????
| T :- T ?????
T ::= 0 ???
| p(X1, . . . , Xm) (m ≥ 0) ?????
| T, T ????
? 2.1 LMNtal?????
???????????????????p(A1, . . . , Am), q(B1, . . . , Bi, . . . , Bm)? Am




Head :- Guard | Body .
?? Guard?????????????????????????????????
?? 2.2????unary????? 1????????????int?? unary????
??????????
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????? ??????????? ????? ???????????
??? unary(X) X ? unary????
int(X) X ? int???? unary(X)
X1 == X2 X1 = X2 unary(X1), unary(X2)
X1 \== X2 X1 ̸= X2
X1 =:= X2 X1 = X2
???? X1 =\= X2 X1 ̸= X2
X1 < X2 X1 < X2 int(X1), int(X2)
X1 =< X2 X1 ≤ X2
X1 > X2 X1 > X2
X1 >= X2 X1 ≥ X2
X1 + X2 X1 +X2
X1 - X2 X1 −X2
X1 * X2 X1 ∗X2
???? X1 / X2 X1/X2 int(X1), int(X2)
+ X2 +X2
- X2 −X2
X1 mod X2 X1 mod X2
? 2.2 LMNtal? Guard??
2.3 LMNtal?????? SLIM
???????????? SLIM? C++?????????
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???????????? (arity)??????? n????? n?????????























???? 3???? hoge????’hoge’ 3??????????
• findatom [dstatom, srcmem, funcref]
? srcmem?????? funcref ????? 1???????????????
dstatom??????Flat LMNtal???????? srcmem??? 0????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????




• derefatom [dstatom, srcatom, srcpos]
??? srcatom?? srcpos???????????????? dstatom???
???
• getfunc [func, atom]
??? atom??????????? func??????
• func [srcatom, funcref]
??? srcatom?????? funcref ???????????
• op [dstintatom, intatom1, intatom2]
????? intatom1? intatom2?????intatom1 op intatom2?????
???????????dstintatom??????op?????? iadd?+??isub
?−??imul?×??idiv?÷??imod?mod?????idiv??? imod??? 0?
? 2? LMNtal 8
????????????ineg????intatom1????− intatom2????
???????
• comp [intatom1, intatom2]










?????????? order(ID, ProductID, CustomerID)?????ProductID?
ID1????? product(ID1, Name1, Location1)???? CustomerID? ID2??
??? customer(ID2, Name2, Location2)???????
????? functor ???????? L(functor) ?????????????
?????? |L(functor)| ?????????????????????????
?? 3.2 ????????????????L(order/3) ?? 1 ????????
???????????????? L(product/3) ?? 1 ????????????
?????????1 ???? order(ID, ProductID, CustomerID) ? 2 ????
?????????????????????????????????????
????? L(customer/3) ?? 1 ?????????????????????1
???? order(ID, ProductID, CustomerID) ? 3 ??????????????
?????????????? 3 ????? order(ID, ProductID, CustomerID)?
product(ID1, Name1, Location1)?customer(ID2, Name2, Location2) ????
??????????????????????????? 1????????????
??????????? O(|L(order/3)| ∗ |L(product/3)| ∗ |L(customer/3)|)????
????????? ID ???????????????????????????
Key Value Store ?????????????????LMNtal ??????????
? 3? ???? 10 
order(ID, ProductID, CustomerID),
product(ID1, Name1, Location1), customer(ID2, Name2, Location2)
:-
ProductID =:= ID1, CustomerID =:= ID2,
Location1 >= 0, Location2 >= 0, ID >= 0
|
order_location(Location1, Location2),






????????????????1 ????? (unary) ????????? Guard
????????????????????????????????????
???order(ID, ProductID, CustomerID) ? ProductID ? 1 ????????
product(ID1, Name1, Location1) ????? L(product/3) ?????????
???? product/3 ????????? 1 ???? key ?????????????








????????????? O(1) ????????? N ?????????????
??????? O(log(N))????(?????, ?????, unary??)??????
? 3? ???? 11 
...
findatom [1, 0, ’order’_3]
derefatom [10, 1, 0]
isint [10]
derefatom [6, 1, 2]
isint [6]
derefatom [4, 1, 1]
isint [4]
findatom [2, 0, ’product’_3]
derefatom [8, 2, 2]
isint [8]
derefatom [5, 2, 0]
isint [5]
ieq [4, 5]
findatom [3, 0, ’customer’_3]
derefatom [9, 3, 2]
isint [9]






????????? L(?????,?????, unary ??)????
???????????????????????????????????????
?????ProductID????? product(ID1, Name1, Location1)???????














c(V,Next,X), append(X,List,Pre) :- c(V,X,Pre), append(Next,List,X).
nil(X), append(X,List,Pre) :- Pre = List. 



















a(Xa,Ya), b(Xb,Yb) :- Xa=:=Xb, Ya=:=Yb| ... 
?? a(Xa,Ya)????????????????????????????? L(b/2)





















findatom ????????????????????? findatom ?????????
?????? 4.1????
??? rule ????????????registers ????????????????
????????????head atom num(rule) ? rule ? Head ??????????
matched atom(registers, i) ? registers ? i ???????????????????
?? NULL ????get atomlist(rule, i) ? rule ? i ??????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????set atom to reg(rule, registers,
atom, head id) ??registers ? head id ??????????? atom ??????
??????????????????????????????????????
??? bool ???????????????????????? atom ??????
??splice(StartList, iterator)?????????? StartList????? iterator? 1
??????????????????????????remove atom from reg(rule,
registers, atom, head id)? atom????????????????????????





? 4? ???????????? 15 
function find atom(rule, registers)
StartList← NULL
head id← −1
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , head atom num(rule)} do
if matched atom(registers, i) ̸= NULL then
continue
AtomList← get atomlist(rule, i)






if StartList = NULL then
return true
else
for each iterator ∈ StartList do
atom← ∗iterator
if set atom to reg(rule, registers, atom, head id) then
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4.2.1 ????










????? 3 ? 4 ????????????????? LMNtal ??????
Lmint(LMNtal minimum interpreter) ??????????????? GitHub ?
????????*1? ????? 2000LOC ?????????? (LMNtal ????
?,SLIM) ?? 90000LOC ???????????????????????? SLIM
? Lmint????????????????????????????? 5.1????
? 5.1 ????





SLIM????? -p2 --use-builtin-rule --no-dump
5.1 ??????
????????????????? (SNS)??????????????????
?????????A ??? B ?????????????? follow(A,B) ????
?????????? 10 ???????? N ??????????????????
*1 http://github.com/lmntal/lmint
? 5? ?? 18
???????????????? N ????? 10????????????????
A??? B ??????????????????????????? 2???????
1?? A???????????? B ???????????????????? A?
??????????? B ??????????????????? 5.1??????
?????? A.1???? 
common(A,B,L), follow(A1,C1), follow(B2,C2) :-
A =:= A1, B =:= B2, C1 =:= C2 |
common(A,B,X), c(C1,L,X). 
? 5.1 ??????????
????????????N ???????? SLIM? Lmint(??????, ??)?
????????????????????????????????????????
??? findatom???? common(A,B,L) → follow(A1,C1) → follow(B2,C2)??
????????????? 5.2??????????????????? 5.3????
lmint(static)???????????lmint????????????????????
???????? O(N2)?? O(N)???????????????????? SLIM
? 2?? follow/2?????????????O(|L(follow/2)|2)????O(N2)?
?????????? Lmint?????? common???????? 2?? follow/2
??? 1 ???????????????????????????????????
O(N) ?? O(1) ????????????????????SLIM ???? Lmint ?
?????????????????????Lmint ???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
? 5? ?? 19
? 5.2 ???????????
? 5.3 ?????????????????
? 5? ?? 20
5.2 RDB? join??
Relational Data Base (RDB) [9]???? join?????????????????
?????? 5.4????
? 5.4 RDB? join??
join ????? order ????? LMNtal ????????????? 5.5 ??
??M ?????? T ?????????????? T/M ??????????
???order(ID, ProductID, CustomerID) ? join ????????ProductID ?
CustomerID ????? product/3? customer/3??????????
???????????????????????????? |L(order/3)| = N?
|L(product/3)| = N?|L(customer/3)| = 100??????????????????
order/3????????????????order_location/3??????????
? 5? ?? 21
????????????????? A.2???? 
order(ID, ProductID, CustomerID),
product(ID1, Name1, Location1), customer(ID2, Name2, Location2)
:-
ProductID =:= ID1, CustomerID =:= ID2,
Location1 >= 0, Location2 >= 0, ID >= 0
|
order_location(ID, Location1, Location2),
product(ID1, Name1, Location1), customer(ID2, Name2, Location2). 
? 5.5 RDB? join????
????????????N ???????? SLIM ? Lmint(??????,
??) ??????????????????????????????????
?????????? findatom ???? order(ID, ProductID, CustomerID) →
product(ID1, Name1, Location1)→ customer(ID2, Name2, Location2)????
??????????? 5.6??????????????????? 5.7????SLIM
? N = 3000 ?????????????????????????????????
?? O(N)?????????????Lmint??????????????????
??? 0 ??????????????????????SLIM ??????????




?????? customer/3? findatom???? 1???? ID2? 3????????
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? 5.6 RDB? join?????
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?????? A.1 ?????????????????????? (C++)
1 #include <bits/stdc++.h>








10 std::uniform_int_distribution<> rand_int(0, n-1);
11
12 // ???
13 for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
14 for(int j = 0; j < n/10; j++) {






21 for (int i = 10; i < n; i++) {
22 for (int j = 0; j < 10; j++) {






29 int cnt = 0;
30 for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
31 for (int to : g[i]) {





?????? A.2 RDB? join???????????????? (C++)
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1 #include <bits/stdc++.h>





7 int sizeO, sizeP, sizeC;
8 int n;
9 cin >> n;
10 sizeO = n;
11 sizeP = n;
12 sizeC = 100;
13
14 // Order
15 for (int i = 0; i < sizeO; i++) {
16 std::uniform_int_distribution<> rand_int(0, sizeP-1);
17 int p = rand_int(mt);
18 rand_int = std::uniform_int_distribution<>(0, sizeC-1);
19 int c = rand_int(mt);
20 printf("order(%d,%d,%d).\n", i, p, c);
21 }
22
23 std::uniform_int_distribution<> rand_int(0, 100000);
24 // Product
25 for (int i = 0; i < sizeP; i++) {
26 printf("product(%d,%d,%d).\n", i, rand_int(mt), rand_int(mt));
27 }
28 // Customer
29 for (int i = 0; i < sizeC; i++) {




































26 // EBNF of LMNtal parser
27 // Program := {(Rule | Graph) ’.’}
28 // Rule := TopSet ’:-’ TopSet
29 // Graph := TopSet
30 // TopSet := (Nest | Nest ’=’ Nest) {’,’ (Nest | Nest ’=’ Nest)}
31 // Nest := Link | Atom | Atom ’(’ ’)’ | Atom ’(’ Nest {’,’ Nest} ’)’
32 // Atom := [a-z]{[a-zA-Z_0-9]}





















53 int add_atom(string atom_name);




















































106 TopSet head, body;
Appendix: Lmint??????? 31
107 PrsGuard guard;




112 PrsRule(TopSet head_, TopSet body_);



















132 void syntax_error(string message);
133 void read_ignore();
134 bool read_token(string token);
135 void read_sentences();
136 TopSet read_topset();
137 Result_of_nest read_nest(TopSet &topset);
138
139 bool read_factor(vector<string> &tokens);
140 bool read_exp(vector<string> &tokens);
141 bool read_type_check(PrsGuard::TypeCheck &type_check);
142 bool read_assign(PrsGuard::Assign &assign);
143 bool read_compare(PrsGuard::Compare &compare);























167 bool is_link_initial(char c);
168 bool is_atom_initial(char c);
169
170 // vm
171 void set_graph(TopSet &graph);
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172 void set_rule(PrsRule &parser_rule);









6 int TopSet::add_atom(string atom_name) {
7 atom_names.push_back(atom_name);
8 int atom_id = atoms_args.size();




13 string TopSet::get_uniq_local_link_name() {
14 static int uniq_local_link_num = 0;
15 return "#" + to_string(uniq_local_link_num++);
16 }
17
18 void TopSet::show() {
19 for (int i = 0; i < (int)atom_names.size(); i++) {
20 cout << atom_names[i] << "(";
21 int arity = (int)atoms_args[i].size();
22 for (int j = 0; j < arity; j++) {
23 cout << atoms_args[i][j]
24 << (j + 1 == arity ? "" : ", ");
25 }
26 cout << ")" << endl;
27 }
28 for (auto &p : connects) {


















47 void PrsGuard::show() {
48 for (TypeCheck &type_check : type_checks) {
49 cout << type_check.type << ": " << type_check.link_name << endl;
50 }
51
52 for (Compare &compare : compares) {
53 for (string &token : compare.left_exp) {
54 cout << token << " ";
55 }
56 cout << compare.op << " ";
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57 for (string &token : compare.right_exp) {
58 cout << token << " ";
59 }
60 cout << endl;
61 }
62
63 for (Assign &assign : assigns) {
64 cout << assign.new_var << " = ";
65 for (string &token : assign.exp) {
66 cout << token << " ";
67 }








76 PrsRule::PrsRule(TopSet head_, TopSet body_): head(head_), body(body_) {}
77
78 PrsRule::PrsRule(TopSet head_, PrsGuard guard_, TopSet body_):
79 head(head_), body(body_), guard(guard_) {}
80
81 void PrsRule::show() {
82 printf(". [Head] .\n");
83 head.show();
84 printf(". [Guard] .\n");
85 guard.show();





91 Parser::Parser(): y(0), x(0) {}
92 Parser::~Parser() {}
93
94 void Parser::read_istream() {
95 string s;





101 void Parser::show() {
102 printf("================ [Graph] ================\n");
103 graph.show();
104
105 printf("================ [Rule] =================\n");
106 int R = rules.size();
107 for (int i = 0; i < R; i++) {















122 is_link(false), atom_id(atom_id_) {}
123
124
125 void Parser::syntax_error(string message) {
126 cerr << "Syntax Error: " << message
127 << " at line " << y+1 << " column " << x+1 << endl;
128 int l = max(x-30, 0);
129 cerr << raw_inputs[y].substr(l, 70) << endl;






136 void Parser::read_ignore() {
137 while (y < (int)raw_inputs.size()) {
138 if (x == (int)raw_inputs[y].size()) {
139 y++, x = 0;
140 } else if (raw_inputs[y][x] == ’ ’ || raw_inputs[y][x] == ’\t’) {
141 x++;
142 } else if (raw_inputs[y].substr(x, 2) == "//") {
143 y++, x = 0;
144 } else if (raw_inputs[y].substr(x, 2) == "/*") {
145 int begin_y = y, begin_x = x;
146 x += 2;
147 while (raw_inputs[y].substr(x, 2) != "*/") {
148 if (x == (int)raw_inputs[y].size()) {
149 y++, x = 0;
150 } else {
151 x++;
152 }
153 if (y == (int)raw_inputs.size()) {




158 x += 2;







166 bool Parser::read_token(string token) {
167 int length = token.size();
168 if (raw_inputs[y].substr(x, length) == token) {
169 x += length;
170 read_ignore();
171 return true;






178 // Program := {(Rule | Graph) ’.’}
179 // Rule := TopSet ’:-’ TopSet
180 // Graph := TopSet
181 void Parser::read_sentences() {
182 read_ignore();
183 while (y < (int)raw_inputs.size()) {
184 TopSet topset = read_topset();
185
186 // ????????????? -> lambda?
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187 #define append(a, b) a.insert(a.end(), b.begin(), b.end())
188 // Graph






195 else if (read_token(":-")) {
196 PrsGuard guard;
197 int preY = y, preX = x;
198 if (read_guard(guard)) {
199 rules.push_back(PrsRule(topset, guard, read_topset()));
200 } else {
201 y = preY, x = preX;
202 rules.push_back(PrsRule(topset, read_topset()));
203 }
204 if (!read_token(".")) {
205 syntax_error("Unexpected Token");
206 }








215 Link = atom, atom = Link ??atom??????
216 Link = Link ?????? pair<string, string> ?????????
217 atom = atom ???????????,????????
218 */
219 // TopSet := (Nest | Nest ’=’ Nest) {’,’ (Nest | Nest ’=’ Nest)}
220 TopSet Parser::read_topset() {
221 TopSet topset;
222 do {
223 int tokenX = x, tokenY = y;
224 Result_of_nest result1 = read_nest(topset);
225 if (read_token("=")) {
226 Result_of_nest result2 = read_nest(topset);
227 if (result1.is_link) {
228 // Link = Link
229 if (result2.is_link) {
230 topset.connects.push_back({result1.link_name, result2.link_name});
231 }
232 // Link = Atom(...)
233 else {
234 int atom_id = result2.atom_id;
235 topset.atoms_args[atom_id].push_back(result1.link_name);
236 }
237 } else {
238 // Atom(...) = Link
239 if (result2.is_link) {
240 int atom_id = result1.atom_id;
241 topset.atoms_args[atom_id].push_back(result2.link_name);
242 }
243 // Atom(...) = Atom(...)
244 else {
245 int atom_id1 = result1.atom_id;
246 int atom_id2 = result2.atom_id;









255 if (result1.is_link) {
256 y = tokenY, x = tokenX;
257 syntax_error(









267 // Nest := Link | Atom | Atom ’(’ ’)’ | Atom ’(’ Nest {’,’ Nest} ’)’
268 // ???
Nest?????? id???????????????? atom??????????????????
269 Result_of_nest Parser::read_nest(TopSet &topset) {
270
271 // Link
272 if (is_link_initial(raw_inputs[y][x])) {





278 // Atom | Atom ’(’ ’)’ | Atom ’(’ Nest {’,’ Nest} ’)’
279 else if (is_atom_initial(raw_inputs[y][x]) || isdigit(raw_inputs[y][x])) {
280 int atom_id = topset.add_atom(read_name());
281
282 // Atom ’(’ ’)’ | Atom ’(’ Nest {’,’ Nest} ’)’
283 if (read_token("(")) {
284
285 // Atom ’(’ ’)’




290 // Atom ’(’ Nest {’,’ Nest} ’)’
291 else {
292 do {
293 Result_of_nest result = read_nest(topset);
294 if (result.is_link) {
295 topset.atoms_args[atom_id].push_back(result.link_name);
296 } else {
297 int child_id = result.atom_id;




302 } while (read_token(","));
303
304 if (read_token(")")) {
305 return Result_of_nest(atom_id);


















323 // ------------------------- Guard -------------------------
324
325 // Gurad := (TypeCheck | Compare) {’,’ (TypeCheck | Compare)}
326 // TypeCheck := Type ’(’ Link ’)’
327 // Type := int | unary
328 // Compare := Exp COP Exp
329 // COP := ’=:=’ | ’=\=’ | ’<’ | ’=<’ | ’>’ | ’>=’
330 // AOP := ’+’ | ’-’ | ’*’ | ’/’ | ’mod’
331 // Exp := Factor { AOP Factor }
332 // Factor := Link | Num | ’(’ Exp ’)’ | (’+’|’-’) Factor | ’rand’ ’(’ Num ’)’
333 // Num := [0-9]+
334
335 bool Parser::read_factor(vector<string> &tokens) {
336 if (is_link_initial(raw_inputs[y][x])) {
337 tokens.push_back(read_name());
338 return true;
339 } else if (isdigit(raw_inputs[y][x])) {
340 tokens.push_back(read_number());
341 return true;
342 } else if (read_token("(")) {
343 tokens.push_back("(");
344 if (!read_exp(tokens)) return false;
345 if (!read_token(")")) return false;
346 tokens.push_back(")");
347 return true;
348 } else if (read_token("+")) {
349 tokens.push_back("+");
350 return read_factor(tokens);
351 } else if (read_token("-")) {
352 tokens.push_back("-");
353 return read_factor(tokens);
354 } else if (read_token("rand")) {
355 tokens.push_back("rand");
356 if (!read_token("(")) return false;
357 tokens.push_back("(");
358 if (!isdigit(raw_inputs[y][x])) return false;
359 tokens.push_back(read_number());
360 if (!read_token(")")) return false;
361 tokens.push_back(")");
362 return true;





368 bool Parser::read_exp(vector<string> &tokens) {
369 while (true) {
370 if (!read_factor(tokens)) {
371 return false;
372 }
373 bool finish = true;
374 vector<string> arith_ops = { "+", "-", "*", "/", "mod" };
375 for (string &op : arith_ops) {
376 if (read_token(op)) {
377 tokens.push_back(op);











388 bool Parser::read_type_check(PrsGuard::TypeCheck &type_check) {
389 vector<string> types = { "int", "unary" };
390 bool ok = false;
391 for (string &type : types) {
392 if (read_token(type)) {
393 type_check.type = type;




398 if (!ok) return false;
399 if (!read_token("(")) return false;
400 if (is_link_initial(raw_inputs[y][x])) {
401 type_check.link_name = read_name();
402 } else {
403 return false;
404 }





410 bool Parser::read_assign(PrsGuard::Assign &assign) {
411 if (!is_link_initial(raw_inputs[y][x])) return false;
412 assign.new_var = read_name();
413 if (!read_token("=")) return false;





419 bool Parser::read_compare(PrsGuard::Compare &compare) {
420 if (!read_exp(compare.left_exp)) return false;
421 vector<string> compare_ops = { "=:=", "=\\=", "=<", "<", ">=", ">"};
422 bool ok = false;
423 for (string &op : compare_ops) {
424 if (read_token(op)) {
425 ok = true;




430 if (!ok) return false;




435 bool Parser::read_guard(PrsGuard &guard) {
436 do {
437 PrsGuard::TypeCheck type_check;
438 int preY = y, preX = x;




443 y = preY, x = preX;
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444 PrsGuard::Compare compare;




449 y = preY, x = preX;
450 PrsGuard::Assign assign;





456 } while (read_token(","));
457
458 if (read_token("|")) {
459 return true;






466 // Link := [A-Z_][a-zA-Z_0-9]*
467 bool is_link_initial(char c) {




472 // Atom := [a-z][a-zA-Z_0-9]* | ’’’ .* ’’’
473 bool is_atom_initial(char c) {




478 // Atom := [a-z][a-zA-Z_0-9]* | ’’’ [^’]+ ’’’ | [0-9]+
479 // Link := [A-Z_][a-zA-Z_0-9]*
480 string Parser::read_name() {
481 string name;
482 if (raw_inputs[y][x] == ’\’’) {
483 int tokenY = y, tokenX = x;
484 x++;
485 name += ’\’’;
486 while (raw_inputs[y][x] != ’\’’) {
487 name += raw_inputs[y][x];
488 x++;
489 if (x == (int)raw_inputs[y].size()) {





495 name += ’\’’;
496 } else {
497 while (x < (int)raw_inputs[y].size()) {
498 char c = raw_inputs[y][x];
499 if (isalpha(c) || isdigit(c) || c == ’_’) {
500 name += c;
501 x++;











512 // Num := [0-9]+
513 string Parser::read_number() {
514 string name;
515 while (x < (int)raw_inputs[y].size()) {
516 char c = raw_inputs[y][x];
517 if (isdigit(c)) {
518 name += c;
519 x++;










530 void TopSet::build_link_count() {
531 for (auto &args : atoms_args) {











543 void TopSet::validate_links() {
544 for (auto &itr : link_count) {
545 const string &link_name = itr.first;
546 if (link_count[link_name] > 2) {
547 cerr << "Semantic Error: link " << link_name
548 << " appears more than twice" << endl;
549 exit(1);
550 }
551 if (link_count[link_name] == 1) {
552 cerr << "Semantic Error: link " << link_name







560 void PrsRule::validate_links() {
561 map<string, bool> has_type;
562 for (auto &type_check : guard.type_checks) {
563 has_type[type_check.link_name] = true;
564 }
565 for (auto &assign : guard.assigns) {
566 has_type[assign.new_var] = true;
567 for (auto token : assign.exp) {
568 if (is_link_initial(token[0])) {




573 for (auto &compare : guard.compares) {
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574 for (auto token : compare.left_exp) {
575 if (is_link_initial(token[0])) {
576 has_type[token] = true;
577 }
578 }
579 for (auto token : compare.right_exp) {
580 if (is_link_initial(token[0])) {





586 for (auto &itr : head.link_count) {
587 const string &link_name = itr.first;
588 if (head.link_count[link_name] >= 3) {
589 cerr << "Semantic Error: link " << link_name




594 if (head.link_count[link_name] == 2) {
595 if (has_type[link_name]) {
596 cerr << "Semantic Error: link " << link_name





602 if (head.link_count[link_name] == 1){
603 if (has_type[link_name]) continue;
604 if (body.link_count[link_name] != 1) {
605 cerr << "Semantic Error: link " << link_name







613 for (auto &itr : body.link_count) {
614 const string &link_name = itr.first;
615 if (has_type[link_name]) continue;
616 if (body.link_count[link_name] >= 3) {
617 cerr << "Semantic Error: link " << link_name




622 if (body.link_count[link_name] == 1 && head.link_count[link_name] != 1) {
623 cerr << "Semantic Error: link " << link_name








632 void TopSet::build_dst_map() {
633 for (int atom_id = 0; atom_id < (int)atom_names.size(); atom_id++) {
634 int arity = atoms_args[atom_id].size();
635 // a(.., X, ..), b(.., X, ..)
636 for (int link_id = 0; link_id < arity; link_id++) {
637 string str_pair = to_string(atom_id) + ":" + to_string(link_id);
638 string &link_name = atoms_args[atom_id][link_id];
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639 if (dst.count(link_name)) {
640 dst[str_pair] = dst[link_name];
641 dst[dst[link_name]] = str_pair;
642 dst.erase(link_name);
643 } else {
644 dst[str_pair] = link_name;





650 // a(.., X, ..), X = Y, b(.., Y, ..)
651 for (int connect_id = 0; connect_id < (int)connects.size(); connect_id++) {
652 string &link_name1 = connects[connect_id].first;
653 string &link_name2 = connects[connect_id].second;
654 string dst_name1 = link_name1, dst_name2 = link_name2;
655 if (dst.count(link_name1)) {
656 dst_name1 = dst[link_name1];
657 dst.erase(link_name1);
658 }
659 if (dst.count(link_name2)) {
660 dst_name2 = dst[link_name2];
661 dst.erase(link_name2);
662 }
663 if (link_name1 == dst_name2 && link_name2 == dst_name1) continue;
664 dst[dst_name1] = dst_name2;




669 pair<int, int> str_to_pair(string str) {
670 // id:pos
671 int pos = str.find(":");




676 void PrsRule::build_var_id() {
677 for (auto &itr : head.link_count) {
678 const string &link_name = itr.first;
679 if (head.link_count[link_name] == 1) {
680 int id = var_id.size();
681 var_id[link_name] = id;
682 }
683 }
684 for (auto &assign : guard.assigns) {
685 int id = var_id.size();




690 void set_graph(TopSet &graph) {
691
692 int atom_num = graph.atom_names.size();
693 vector<Atom*> atoms(atom_num);
694 for (int i = 0; i < atom_num; i++) {
695 Functor functor(graph.atoms_args[i].size(), graph.atom_names[i]);
696 atoms[i] = new Atom(functor);
697 }
698
699 for (int i = 0; i < atom_num; i++) {
700 Functor functor = atoms[i]->functor;
701 for (int j = 0; j < functor.arity; j++) {
702 string str_pair = to_string(i) + ":" + to_string(j);
703 pair<int,int> p = str_to_pair(graph.dst[str_pair]);
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710 void set_rule(PrsRule &parser_rule) {
711
712 Rule rule;
713 int head_atom_num = parser_rule.head.atom_names.size();




718 for (int i = 0; i < head_atom_num; i++) {
719 Functor functor(parser_rule.head.atoms_args[i].size(), parser_rule.head.atom_names
[i]);
720 head_atoms[i] = new RuleAtom(functor, i);
721 }
722 for (int i = 0; i < body_atom_num; i++) {
723 Functor functor(parser_rule.body.atoms_args[i].size(), parser_rule.body.atom_names
[i]);
724 body_atoms[i] = new RuleAtom(functor, i);
725 }
726
727 for (int i = 0; i < head_atom_num; i++) {
728 for (int j = 0; j < head_atoms[i]->functor.arity; j++) {
729 string str_pair = to_string(i) + ":" + to_string(j);
730 string &dst_name = parser_rule.head.dst[str_pair];
731
732 // ?????
733 if (is_link_initial(dst_name[0])) {




738 pair<int,int> p = str_to_pair(parser_rule.head.dst[str_pair]);






745 map<string, bool> in_guard;
746 for (auto &compare : parser_rule.guard.compares) {
747 for (string &token : compare.left_exp) {
748 if (parser_rule.var_id.count(token)) {
749 in_guard[token] = true;
750 }
751 }
752 for (string &token : compare.right_exp) {
753 if (parser_rule.var_id.count(token)) {





759 for (int i = 0; i < body_atom_num; i++) {
760 Functor functor = body_atoms[i]->functor;
761 for (int j = 0; j < functor.arity; j++) {
762 string str_pair = to_string(i) + ":" + to_string(j);





767 if (is_link_initial(dst_name[0])) {
768 body_atoms[i]->link[j] = RuleLink(parser_rule.var_id[dst_name]);
769 }
770 // Guard?????????? // ????
771 else if (in_guard[parser_rule.body.atoms_args[i][j]]) {





776 pair<int,int> p = str_to_pair(parser_rule.body.dst[str_pair]);







784 map<string, bool> registered_connector;
785 for (auto &dst_itr : parser_rule.body.dst) {
786 const string &link_name1 = dst_itr.first;
787 const string &link_name2 = dst_itr.second;
788 if (isdigit(link_name1[0])) continue;
789 if (isdigit(link_name2[0])) continue;
790 if (registered_connector[link_name1]) continue;
791 if (registered_connector[link_name2]) continue;
792 rule.connectors.push_back({parser_rule.var_id[link_name1], parser_rule.var_id[
link_name2]});
793 registered_connector[link_name1] = true;





799 for (auto &type_check : parser_rule.guard.type_checks) {
800 type_check.link_name = "#" + to_string(parser_rule.var_id[type_check.link_name]);
801 }
802 for (auto &compare : parser_rule.guard.compares) {
803 for (string &token : compare.left_exp) {
804 if (parser_rule.var_id.count(token)) {
805 token = "#" + to_string(parser_rule.var_id[token]);
806 }
807 }
808 for (string &token : compare.right_exp) {
809 if (parser_rule.var_id.count(token)) {





815 // rule.guard = parser_rule.guard;
816 for (auto &type_check : parser_rule.guard.type_checks) {
817 rule.guard.type_checks.emplace_back(type_check.link_name, type_check.type);
818 }
819 for (auto &compare : parser_rule.guard.compares) {
820 rule.guard.compares.emplace_back(compare.left_exp, compare.op, compare.right_exp);
821 }
822 rule.head_atoms = head_atoms;
823 rule.body_atoms = body_atoms;





























852 void load(Parser &parser) {
853 set_graph(parser.graph);














































41 extern map<Functor,list<Atom*>> atomlist;
42 extern vector<Rule> rulelist;
43







51 Functor(int arity_, string name_);
52
53 bool operator==(const Functor &rhs) const;
54 bool operator!=(const Functor &rhs) const;
55 bool is_int() const;
56 bool operator<(const Functor &rhs) const;












69 Link(Atom *atom_, int pos_);
70
71 bool operator<(const Link &rhs) const;
72 };
73





































110 RuleAtom(Functor functor_, int id_);




115 class Guard {
116 public:
117













































































194 void connect_links(Atom *atom1, int pos1, Atom *atom2, int pos2);
195 bool try_rule(Rule &rule);
196 bool find_atom(Rule &rule, Register &reg);
197 bool set_atom_to_reg(Rule &rule, Register &reg, Atom* atom, int head_id);
198 void remove_atom_from_reg(Rule &rule, Register &reg, Atom* atom, int head_id);
199 int eval_exp(Rule &rule, Register &reg, vector<string> &tokens, int &i);
200 int eval_factor(Rule &rule, Register &reg, vector<string> &tokens, int &i);
201 int eval_term(Rule &rule, Register &reg, vector<string> &tokens, int &i);
202 int eval_exp(Rule &rule, Register &reg, vector<string> &tokens, int &i);
203 bool eval_compare(int left_exp, string &op, int right_exp);
204 bool guard_check(Rule &rule, Register &reg);
205 void rewrite(Rule &rule, Register &reg);
206
207 void show_graph();













6 map<Functor, map<int, unordered_map<string, list<Atom*>>>> unary_indexed_atomlist;
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7 // unary_indexed_atomlist[dst_functor][dst_pos][unary_name] = {*dst_atom, ...}
8
9 unordered_map<Atom*, list<Atom*>::iterator> unary_indexed_atom_itr;





15 Functor::Functor(int arity_, string name_): arity(arity_), name(name_) {}
16
17 bool Functor::operator==(const Functor &rhs) const {
18 return arity == rhs.arity && name == rhs.name;
19 }
20
21 bool Functor::operator!=(const Functor &rhs) const {
22 return arity != rhs.arity || name != rhs.name;
23 }
24




29 bool Functor::operator<(const Functor &rhs) const {
30 return name != rhs.name ? name < rhs.name : arity < rhs.arity;
31 }
32
33 ostream& operator<<(ostream& ost, const Functor &rhs) {





39 Link::Link(): atom(NULL), pos(0) {}
40 Link::~Link() {}
41
42 Link::Link(Atom *atom_, int pos_): atom(atom_), pos(pos_) {}
43
44 bool Link::operator<(const Link &rhs) const {











56 Atom::Atom(Functor functor_): functor(functor_) {
57 link.resize(functor.arity);
58 atomlist[functor].push_front(this);
59 itr = atomlist[functor].begin();
60 }
61
62 bool Atom::is_int() {
63 return functor.arity == 1 && isdigit(functor.name[0]);
64 }
65
66 // atom1? pos1? atom2? pos2????
67 void connect_links(Atom *atom1, int pos1, Atom *atom2, int pos2) {
68 // atom1? pos1???? Link? unary
69 Atom *dst_atom = atom1->link[pos1].atom;







76 // atom1? pos1? atom2? pos2????
77 atom1->link[pos1].atom = atom2;
78 atom1->link[pos1].pos = pos2;
79
80 // atom2? unary














94 RuleLink::RuleLink(int pos_): atom(NULL), pos(pos_) {}
95
96 RuleLink::RuleLink(RuleAtom *atom_, int pos_): atom(atom_), pos(pos_) {}
97
98 bool RuleLink::is_freelink() {
99 return atom == NULL;
100 }
101













115 RuleAtom::RuleAtom(Functor functor_, int id_, vector<RuleLink> link_):






122 Guard::Compare::Compare(vector<string> &left_exp_, string &op_, vector<string> &
right_exp_):
123 left_exp(left_exp_), op(op_), right_exp(right_exp_) {}
124
125 bool Guard::Compare::is_null() {








133 Guard::TypeCheck::TypeCheck(string link_, string type_): link(link_), type(type_) {}
134
135 bool Guard::TypeCheck::is_null() {











147 bool Guard::is_null() {




152 Rule::Rule(): freelink_num(0) {}
153 Rule::~Rule() {}
154
155 void Rule::show() {
156 cout << "----------- head -----------" << endl;
157 for (int i = 0; i < (int)head_atoms.size(); i++) {
158 cout << head_atoms[i]->functor << " [" << head_atoms[i] << "] (";
159 int arity = (int)head_atoms[i]->functor.arity;
160 for (int j = 0; j < arity; j++) {
161 cout << ((head_atoms[i]->link[j].is_freelink()) ? "FL:" : "LL:")
162 << head_atoms[i]->link[j].atom << "(" << head_atoms[i]->link[j].pos << ")"
163 << (j + 1 == arity ? "" : ", ");
164 }
165 cout << ")" << endl;
166 }
167 cout << "----------- body -----------" << endl;
168 for (int i = 0; i < (int)body_atoms.size(); i++) {
169 cout << body_atoms[i]->functor << " [" << body_atoms[i] << "] (";
170 int arity = (int)body_atoms[i]->functor.arity;
171 for (int j = 0; j < arity; j++) {
172 cout << ((body_atoms[i]->link[j].is_freelink()) ? "FL:" : "LL:")
173 << body_atoms[i]->link[j].atom << "(" << body_atoms[i]->link[j].pos << ")"
174 << (j + 1 == arity ? "" : ", ");
175 }
176 cout << ")" << endl;
177 }
178 for (auto &p : connectors) {















194 long long num_rules_success = 0;
195 bool try_rule(Rule &rule) {
196 Register reg(rule);
















212 Functor &dst_functor, int dst_pos, string &unary_name)
213 {






220 // [a_0, ... , a_k-1, a_k (itr), ... , a_n-1]
221 // ->[a_k (itr), ... , a_n-1, a_0, ... , a_k-1]
222 void splice(list<Atom*> &a, list<Atom*>::iterator &itr) {
223 a.splice(a.end(), a, a.begin(), itr);
224 }
225
226 long long back_track = 0;
227
228 bool find_atom(Rule &rule, Register &reg) {
229 // ????????????????????????
230 int head_id = -1;
231 list<Atom*> *start_point_list = NULL;
232 if (!guard_check(rule, reg)) return false;
233
234 for (int i = 0; i < (int)reg.head_atoms.size(); i++) {
235 if (reg.head_atoms[i] != NULL) continue;
236
237 list<Atom*> *atomlist_i = &atomlist[rule.head_atoms[i]->functor];
238 if (start_point_list == NULL ||
239 start_point_list->size() > atomlist_i->size())
240 {
241 start_point_list = atomlist_i;
242 head_id = i;
243 }
244
245 int arity = rule.head_atoms[i]->functor.arity;
246 for (int j = 0; j < arity; j++) {
247 if (!rule.head_atoms[i]->link[j].is_freelink()) continue;
248 int fid = rule.head_atoms[i]->link[j].freelinkID();
249 if (reg.expected_unary.count(fid)) {
250 atomlist_i = get_unary_indexed_atomlist(rule.head_atoms[i]->functor, j, reg
.expected_unary[fid]);
251 if (atomlist_i == NULL) {
252 return false;
253 }
254 if (start_point_list->size() > atomlist_i->size()) {
255 start_point_list = atomlist_i;








263 if (start_point_list == NULL) {
264 return true;
265 } else {
266 for (auto itr = start_point_list->begin(); itr != start_point_list->end(); ++itr)
{
267 Atom* atom = *itr;
268 bool ok = set_atom_to_reg(rule, reg, atom, head_id);
269 if (ok) {
270 if (find_atom(rule, reg)) {
271 splice(*start_point_list, itr);
272 return true;
273 } else {











285 reg.head_atoms[head_id] ? atom ????????????
286 ??????? reg ???? true ???




291 bool set_atom_to_reg(Rule &rule, Register &reg, Atom* atom, int head_id) {
292
293 // ??reg????????
294 for (Atom *registered_atom : reg.head_atoms) {
295 if (atom == registered_atom) return false;
296 }
297
298 reg.head_atoms[head_id] = atom;
299 RuleAtom *rule_atom = rule.head_atoms[head_id];
300 /* ?????????? */
301 int arity = atom->functor.arity;
302 for (int i = 0; i < arity; i++) {
303 // ?????
304 if (rule_atom->link[i].is_freelink()) {
305 continue;
306 }
307 Atom* dst_atom = atom->link[i].atom;
308
309 // ?????????????
310 if (dst_atom->functor != rule_atom->link[i].atom->functor) {




315 int dst_pos = rule_atom->link[i].pos;
316 if (dst_atom->link[dst_pos].atom != atom ||
317 dst_atom->link[dst_pos].pos != i) {




322 /* ??????????? */
323 for (int i = 0; i < arity; i++) {
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324 // ?????
325 if (rule_atom->link[i].is_freelink()) {




330 Atom* dst_atom = atom->link[i].atom;
331 int dst_id = rule_atom->link[i].atom->id; // ??????????id
332 // ???????? ?? ???? [dst_id]????
333 if (reg.head_atoms[dst_id] == NULL) {
334 bool ok = set_atom_to_reg(rule, reg, dst_atom, dst_id);
335 if (!ok) {




340 // ???????? ?? ???? [dst_id]?????
341 else if (reg.head_atoms[dst_id] != NULL) {
342 if (reg.head_atoms[dst_id]->link[rule_atom->link[i].pos].atom != atom) {









352 void remove_atom_from_reg(Rule &rule, Register &reg, Atom* atom, int head_id) {
353 Functor functor = atom->functor;
354 reg.head_atoms[head_id] = NULL;
355
356 int arity = functor.arity;
357 for (int i = 0; i < arity; i++) {
358
359 // ?????
360 if (rule.head_atoms[head_id]->link[i].is_freelink()) {
361 int fi = rule.head_atoms[head_id]->link[i].freelinkID();




366 Atom* dst_atom = atom->link[i].atom;
367 int dst_id = rule.head_atoms[head_id]->link[i].atom->id;
368 // ???????? ?? ????????
369 if (reg.head_atoms[dst_id] != NULL) {







377 TOP := ’+’ | ’-’
378 FOP := ’*’ | ’/’ | ’mod’
379 Exp := Term { TOP Term }
380 Term := Factor { FOP Factor }
381 Factor := Link | Num | ’(’ Exp ’)’ | TOP Factor
382 Num := [0-9]+
383 */
384
385 int eval_factor(Rule &rule, Register &reg, vector<string> &tokens, int &i) {
386 if (tokens[i][0] == ’#’) {






392 if (isdigit(tokens[i][0])) {





398 if (tokens[i] == "(") {
399 i++;
400 int exp = eval_exp(rule, reg, tokens, i);





406 if (tokens[i] == "+") {
407 i++;
408 return eval_factor(rule, reg, tokens, i);
409 }
410
411 if (tokens[i] == "-") {
412 i++;
413 return - eval_factor(rule, reg, tokens, i);
414 }
415
416 if (tokens[i] == "rand") {
417 i++;
418 assert(tokens[i] == "(");
419 i++;
420 int rand_max = std::stoi(tokens[i]);
421 assert(tokens[i] == ")");
422 i++;
423
424 static std::random_device seed_gen;
425 static std::mt19937 mt(seed_gen());







433 int eval_term(Rule &rule, Register &reg, vector<string> &tokens, int &i) {
434 int result = eval_factor(rule, reg, tokens, i);
435 while (true) {
436 if ((int)tokens.size() == i) break;
437 if (tokens[i] != "*" && tokens[i] != "/") break;
438 string op = tokens[i];
439 i++;
440 int term = eval_factor(rule, reg, tokens, i);
441 if (op == "*") {
442 result *= term;
443 } else if (op == "/") {
444 result /= term;







452 int eval_exp(Rule &rule, Register &reg, vector<string> &tokens, int &i) {
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453 int result = eval_term(rule, reg, tokens, i);
454 while (true) {
455 if ((int)tokens.size() == i) break;
456 if (tokens[i] != "+" && tokens[i] != "-") break;
457 string &op = tokens[i];
458 i++;
459 int term = eval_term(rule, reg, tokens, i);
460 if (op == "+") {
461 result += term;
462 } else if (op == "-") {
463 result -= term;







471 bool eval_compare(int left_exp, string &op, int right_exp) {
472 if (op == "=:=") return left_exp == right_exp;
473 if (op == "=\\=") return left_exp != right_exp;
474 if (op == "=<") return left_exp <= right_exp;
475 if (op == "<") return left_exp < right_exp;
476 if (op == ">=") return left_exp >= right_exp;




481 bool vars_in_exp_are_completed(Register &reg, vector<string> &tokens) {
482 for (string &token : tokens) {
483 if (token[0] == ’#’) {
484 int freelink_id = std::stoi(token.substr(1));











496 // expected_unary ????????
497 bool guard_check(Rule &rule, Register &reg) {
498
499 for (auto &compare : rule.guard.compares) {
500 // TODO: ???????int????????
501
502 bool left_exp_is_completed = vars_in_exp_are_completed(reg, compare.left_exp);
503 bool right_exp_is_completed = vars_in_exp_are_completed(reg, compare.right_exp);
504 if (!left_exp_is_completed && !right_exp_is_completed) {
505 continue;
506 }
507 int i, left_exp, right_exp;
508 if (left_exp_is_completed) {
509 i = 0;
510 left_exp = eval_exp(rule, reg, compare.left_exp, i);
511 }
512 if (right_exp_is_completed) {
513 i = 0;
514 right_exp = eval_exp(rule, reg, compare.right_exp, i);
515 }
516 if (left_exp_is_completed && !right_exp_is_completed && compare.op == "=:=" &&
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517 compare.right_exp.size() == 1 && compare.right_exp[0][0] == ’#’)
518 {
519 int freelink_id = std::stoi(compare.right_exp[0].substr(1));
520 reg.expected_unary[freelink_id] = to_string(left_exp);
521 }
522 if (!left_exp_is_completed && right_exp_is_completed && compare.op == "=:=" &&
523 compare.left_exp.size() == 1 && compare.left_exp[0][0] == ’#’)
524 {
525 int freelink_id = std::stoi(compare.left_exp[0].substr(1));
526 reg.expected_unary[freelink_id] = to_string(right_exp);
527 }
528 if (left_exp_is_completed && right_exp_is_completed &&









538 void rewrite(Rule &rule, Register &reg) {
539 for (Atom* &atom : reg.head_atoms) {








548 for (auto &compare : rule.guard.compares) {
549 for (string &token : compare.left_exp) {
550 if (token[0] == ’#’) {
551 int freelink_id = std::stoi(token.substr(1));
552 in_guard[freelink_id] = true;
553 }
554 }
555 for (string &token : compare.right_exp) {
556 if (token[0] == ’#’) {
557 int freelink_id = std::stoi(token.substr(1));




562 map<pair<int,int>, Atom*> typed_atoms; // <body_atoms_id, freelink_id>
563
564
565 const int rule_body_size = rule.body_atoms.size();
566
567 // 1. ???????????
568 for (int i = 0; i < rule_body_size; i++) {
569 reg.body_atoms[i] = new Atom(rule.body_atoms[i]->functor);
570 }
571
572 // 2. ?????????????????????????????
573 for (int i = 0; i < rule_body_size; i++) {
574 const int arity = rule.body_atoms[i]->functor.arity;
575 for (int j = 0; j < arity; j++) {
576 // body? i??????? j??????????
577
578 if (rule.body_atoms[i]->link[j].is_freelink()) {
579 int fi = rule.body_atoms[i]->link[j].freelinkID();
580 if (in_guard[fi]) {
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581 typed_atoms[{i, fi}] = new Atom(reg.freelinks[fi].atom->functor);
582 connect_links(typed_atoms[{i, fi}], 0, reg.body_atoms[i], j);
583 } else {
584 // int dst_pos = reg.freelinks[fi].pos;
585 // reg.freelinks[fi].atom->link[dst_pos].atom = reg.body_atoms[i];
586 // reg.freelinks[fi].atom->link[dst_pos].pos = j;







593 // 3. bodyatom?????????? & ????????
594 for (int i = 0; i < rule_body_size; i++) {
595 const int arity = rule.body_atoms[i]->functor.arity;
596 for (int j = 0; j < arity; j++) {
597 // body? i??????? j??????????
598 if (rule.body_atoms[i]->link[j].is_freelink()) {
599 int fi = rule.body_atoms[i]->link[j].freelinkID();
600 if (in_guard[fi]) {
601 connect_links(reg.body_atoms[i], j, typed_atoms[{i, fi}], 0);
602 } else {
603 connect_links(reg.body_atoms[i], j, reg.freelinks[fi].atom, reg.
freelinks[fi].pos);
604 }
605 // reg.body_atoms[i]->link[j] = reg.freelinks[fi];
606 } else {
607 int li = rule.body_atoms[i]->link[j].atom->id;
608 // reg.body_atoms[i]->link[j].atom = reg.body_atoms[li];
609 // reg.body_atoms[i]->link[j].pos = rule.body_atoms[i]->link[j].pos;






615 // 4. ??????????
616 for (pair<int,int> &p : rule.connectors) {
617 int u = p.first;
618 int v = p.second;
619 // reg.freelinks[u].atom->link[reg.freelinks[u].pos] = reg.freelinks[v];
620 connect_links(reg.freelinks[u].atom, reg.freelinks[u].pos, reg.freelinks[v].atom,
reg.freelinks[v].pos);
621 // reg.freelinks[v].atom->link[reg.freelinks[v].pos] = reg.freelinks[u];




625 for (int i = 0; i < rule.freelink_num; i++) {
626 if (in_guard[i]) {
627 Atom *dst_unary_atom = reg.freelinks[i].atom;









636 // 5. headatom???
637 const int rule_head_size = rule.head_atoms.size();
638 for (int i = 0; i < rule_head_size; i++) {
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639 if (reg.head_atoms[i]->functor.arity == 1 && !rule.head_atoms[i]->link[0].
is_freelink()) {
640 int dst_id = rule.head_atoms[i]->link[0].atom->id;










650 /* ----------------------------- dump ----------------------------- */
651
652 void show_graph() {
653 map<pair<Atom*, int>, string> mp;
654 for (auto al : atomlist) {
655 Functor functor = al.first;
656 auto &list = al.second;








664 Functor &functor = atom->functor;
665 cout << functor.name;
666 int args = functor.arity + (depth > 0 ? -1 : 0);
667 if (args == 0) return;
668 cout << "(";
669 for (int i = 0; i < args; i++) {
670 if (locallink_id.find(atom->link[i]) != locallink_id.end()) {
671 cout << "L" << locallink_id[atom->link[i]];
672 } else {
673 Atom *dst_atom = atom->link[i].atom;
674 int dst_pos = atom->link[i].pos;
675 if (dst_atom->functor.arity == dst_pos + 1 &&
676 depth < 10000 &&
677 dumped_atoms.find(dst_atom) == dumped_atoms.end())
678 {
679 nest_dump(dst_atom, depth+1, dumped_atoms, locallink_id);
680 } else {
681 int id = locallink_id.size();
682 locallink_id[Link(atom, i)] = id;
683 cout << "L" << id;
684 }
685 }
686 if (i < args-1) cout << ",";
687 }




692 void dump() {
693 vector<pair<int,Functor>> size_functor_pairs;





699 map<Link, int> locallink_id;
700 for (pair<int,Functor> &p : size_functor_pairs) {
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701 Functor &functor = p.second;
702 if (functor.is_int()) continue;
703 for (Atom* atom : atomlist[functor]) {
704 if (dumped_atoms.find(atom) == dumped_atoms.end()) {
705 nest_dump(atom, 0, dumped_atoms, locallink_id);




710 cout << endl;
711 }
712
713 void show_atomlist_size() {
714 cout << "------------ atom list size ------------" << endl;
715 for (auto &al : atomlist) {




720 void show_rules() {
721 int R = rulelist.size();
722 for (int i = 0; i < R; i++) {





728 int main(void) {
729 Parser parser;
730 parser.parse();
731 load(parser); // vm.load(parser);
732 // show_rules();
733
734 while (true) {
735 bool success = false;
736 for (Rule &rule : rulelist) {
737 if (try_rule(rule)) {




742 if (!success) break;
743 }
744 // debug(num_rules_success);
745 dump();
746 debug(back_track);
747 return 0;
748 }
